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“I was born in Mexico City (D.F.) when skies were still blue. I identify 
as a “Jewcana,” a Jewish Chicana Mexicana. In the 1950s, my 

parents, Jeanette and George Pepper, were forced to move to 
México from Hollywood because thousands of working people were 
put on a “blacklist” and had to flee the country to be able to work, 

just for having the same ideals as Cesar Chavez, M. L. K. Jr. and Rosa 
Parks! Senator Joseph McCarthy is mostly responsible for this 

shameful period in history, aided by his lawyer, Roy Cohn, Trump’s 
mentor. 

“In México, my father produced movies for Spanish Director Luis 
Buñuel but had to use the alias “George Werker.” Later my mom’s 

best friend, Cleo Trumbo, and her husband Dalton joined them for a 
year. One of my mom’s dearest friends, Nieves Orozco, was the 

model in Diego Rivera’s famous calla lilies paintings. Nieves made 
the best chicken mole and my mom, the best chicken green 

enchiladas suizas, now my favorite dish to make and eat.  
My parents went to parties at Frida Kahlo and Diego’s houses 

but I wasn’t born yet.   

“After my father died, Cleo accompanied me to the U.S. to live with 
her and Director Trumbo for a year. That’s when I got to recite a 

poem as the young “Johnny” for the anti-war movie “Johnny Got His 
Gun.” (The scene was cut.) Trumbo had a bad back and spent hours 

writing in his bathtub! (The movie “Trumbo” about him 
is one of my favorites!)  He and my parents inspired me to love 

writing and to publish three books.  

“When I was ten my mami remarried and we moved to West L.A. I 
was called insulting names for being Mexican and having beautiful 

kinky Jewish curls. One girl even put boogers on my T-shirt! I tried to 
hide my identity by bleaching and ironing my hair, which turned 

orange. Every night I’d run the movie of mi  
México over in my mind and cry myself to sleep.  

My first book includes love poems to my homeland.  

“Today I teach all my students to be proud of their ancestry, 
languages and customs, for without them, we would not have this 
wonderful, rich, unique quilt of cultures we call North America.” 

 

 

 


